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Abstract

The selection of an optimal set of parameters from a larger one is a well
known identification problem in classification or clustering algorithms. The
Akaike criterion has been developed to estimate the (Markov) order in auto re-
gressive models. This criterion, which by itself extends the maximum likelihood
method to test composite hypotheses, is replaced by the Modified Information
Criterion (MIC). This criterion balances bias caused insufficient modeling and
the additional variance caused by superfluous parameters. Using this criterion
the probability of selecting a model with too many parameters can, without the
need of extensively evaluating the bias/variance syndrome, a priori be chosen.

1 Introduction

Recent developments in Auto Regressive (AR) model identification are interesting
to other problems where the selection of the number of degrees of freedom plays an
essential role, such as classification and clustering problems. To solve the problem
of AR-model order selection the Akaike criterion (AIC) has been developed [1]. This
criterion has been applied in a wide variety of decision problems: model selection
[5], data-mining [4], impulse response identification using neural networks [15] and
software quality classification [12].

A composite hypothesis is fully specified except for a few parameters to be es-
timated. An example of two composite hypotheses is: the average temperature on
earth is constant, with one unknown parameter, or the average temperature increases
linearly, with two unknown parameters. This is one of the most difficult estimation
problems because the model of the null hypothesis H0, representing a simple model,
is contained in the model of the alternative hypothesis H1, representing a more com-
plicated model. AIC [1], developed for testing composite hypotheses, integrates the
likelihood-ratio test and Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter estimation. The cri-
terion is widely accepted and is for example used to determine the order of AR- [3]
and Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA-) [13] models. There exist a number
of competitive criteria [6, 11].

AIC is a heuristic which is not convincingly motivated. Recently AIC has been
modified: the Modified Information Criterion (MIC 1) ) [7]. This criterion has a better
theoretical foundation and performs significantly better in the field of AR-modeling.
1) IC stands for information criterion and A is added so that similar statistics, BIC, DIC etc., may
follow [2] Similarly the M of modified is added



In contrast to AIC, which is a relatively simple extension to the ML-method, the
criterion MIC is a cluster of application dependent criteria [7, 9, 8].

2 Auto regressive order estimation

The samples xn of the AR-signal are generated by the Markov process:

xn = a1xn−1 + a2xn−2 + . . . + aKxn−K + εn (1)

where K is the true AR- or Markov order. The samples of the white noise, all εn are
independent, are Gaußian distributed with zero mean and constant variance. .

Given N samples xn estimate the parameters a1, a2, . . . , aI , where I ≤ L, and the
variance σ2 of the noise, where L ≥ K is the maximum candidate order. This problem
is characterized by an a priori unknown conditional probability density function (pdf)
predicting the distribution of xn given its predecessors f(xn|xn−1, . . . , xn−I ;σ, a1, . . . , aL).
The large parameter space takes L + 1 parameters, but not all parameters are rel-
evant. The estimation of these parameters is not the problem; this can be done by
the ML-method. The selection of the relevant subset of parameters is the essential
problem. A too large set leads to loss of accuracy by modeling statistical fluctuations,
caused by too many degrees of freedom, and a too small set leads to bias, caused by
invalid modeling [9]. Both AIC and MIC are used to validate these subsets to find a
balance between bias and loss of accuracy.

2.1 The mean log-likelihood

Because all measurable aspects of a hypothesis are reflected by the pdf, the selection
of an optimal hypothesis can be done by selecting one pdf fi(x;p∗i ) and its optimal
parameter vector p∗i from a finite set of pdf’s where 1 ≤ i ≤ L.

For AR-order estimation we should derive the theory for conditional pdf’s. With-
out loss of generality we derive the theory for an unconditional pdf’s and the reader
can easily extend the theory.

Assume x is a random variable distributed according to the a priori unknown pdf
g(x). We are going to model g(x) by the pdf of the ith hypothesis fi(x;pi). We use
the Mean Log Likelihood (MLL) [7] as a criterion

E {log fi(x;pi)} = E {li(p)} ≤ E {log g(x)} = −H {x} (2)

This MLL is merely a normalized log-likelihood of the pdf given an infinite number of
observations xn. The pdf for which the criterion reaches a maximum as a function of
the hypothesis i given the optimal parameter vector pi

∗ is considered to be the optimal
pdf: fi(x;pi

∗). The MLL measures the acceptability of fi(x;pi) as an approximation
of g(x).

Due to the information inequality the MLL is bounded by the neg-entropy −H {x}.
Equality holds if and only if fi(x;pi) = g(x), i.e. if the true pdf can exactly be
modeled. This can only be the case for pi = p∗i ; so searching for the vector pi for
which the MLL has a maximum searches for the optimal fit of fi(x;pi) to g(x). The
ML-method is based on this principle. It is doubtful whether g(x) is an element of the
set of pdf’s considered. If not, fi(x;p∗i ) 6= g(x) is biased due to insufficient modeling.



The MLL is the expectation of the stochastic single observation logarithmic likeli-
hood li(pi) = log fi(x;pi) of the pdf fi given the parameter vector pi, which is merely
the value of log fi(x;pi) selected by x; we will use the term stochastic log likelihood
instead. This stochastic log likelihood is a random function with a mean (the MLL-
function), a variance, a pdf and so on. All techniques to determine the properties of
random variables can be applied to these stochastic log likelihoods.

2.2 The average log-likelihood

Unfortunately the MLL-function is a priori unknown, so it has to be estimated using
N observations. As a statistic we use the Average Log-Likelihood (ALL):

Ê {li(pi)}= 1
N

N∑
n=1

log fi(xn;pi) (3)

where Ê {. . .} denotes the average; a statistic to estimate the mean. Analogous to
the average which is an unbiased statistic to estimate the mean, the ALL is for every
value of pi an unbiased statistic to estimate the MLL.

The variance of the average, and consequently of the ALL, is well known:

VAR
{

Ê {li(pi)}
}

= 1
N VAR {li(pi)} (4)

This variance of the ALL can consequently be estimated by:

V̂AR
{

Ê {li(pi)}
}

= 1
N−1

 1
N

N∑
n=1

log2 fi(xn;pi)−

(
1
N

N∑
n=1

log fi(xn;pi)

)2
 (5)

where V̂AR {. . .} denotes a statistic to estimate the variance.
The Maximum of the Mean Log Likelihood function (MMLL) can be estimated by

replacing pi in the ALL-function by the ML-estimate p̂i of p∗i ; the resulting statistic
is called the Maximum of the Average-Log Likelihood (MALL). This MALL is biased
with respect to the MMLL due to the finite number of observations [7]:

E
{

Ê {li(p̂i)}
}
≈E {li(p∗i )} + dim bpi

2N (6)

where dim p̂i is the number of independently adjustable parameters of p∗i .
In general is the additional variance caused by the substitution p̂i = pi is negligible

with respect to the variance caused by the estimation of the ALL. Consequently the
ALL and MALL have approximately equal variance.

3 Testing two composite hypotheses

In most applications we want to keep the models as simple as possible, so we have
an a priori preference for the null-hypothesis unless the alternative hypothesis is sig-
nificantly more likely. For testing without a priori preference, see [7]. The essential
question is: what do we mean by significantly more likely?



To construct a test we define the Difference between the Maxima of the Mean
Log-Likelihoods (∆MMLL) E {4l01(p

∗
0,p

∗
1)}, where 4l01(p∗0,p

∗
1) = l1(p∗1) − l0(p∗0).

If ∆MMLL is positive, then H1 is more likely, otherwise H0 is more likely. We use
the Difference between the Maxima of the Average Log-Likelihoods (∆MALL) based
on N independent observations as a statistic to estimate the ∆MMLL:

Ê {4l01(p̂0, p̂1)}=Ê {l1(p̂1)} − Ê {l0(p̂0)}= 1
N

N∑
n=1

log f1(xn; p̂1)
f0(xn; p̂0)

(7)

This ∆MALL can also be used as test statistic: accept H0 if Ê
{
4l

01
(p̂0, p̂1)

}
< λk

N

else accept H1, where the threshold λk is a positive constant. Making λk larger means
that we want to be more certain before rejecting H0. We choose a threshold such that
the probability of erroneously selecting H1 instead of H0, an error of the first kind or
false alarm probability, is smaller than α (Neyman-Pearson).

The test statistic ∆MALL is a difference between two MALLs. These estimates,
the MALLs, have the properties as described in the section 2.2. Unfortunately these
MALLs are strongly correlated. Consequently for comparing MALLs the previous
theory is insufficient. There are to essentially different test situations: the critical test,
the hypotheses are more or less equivalent and consequently approximately equally
likely E {log f0(x;p∗0)} ≈ E {log f1(x;p∗1)}, and the non-critical test, the hypotheses
are essentially different. Typically in the critical situation the test-statistic is small
and the selected hypothesis depends strongly on the threshold. In the non-critical
situation the alternative hypothesis is always significantly more likely. For our purpose
the critical situation is only essential.

Of course there is no strict distinction between the critical and the non-critical
situation; studying the transition is extreme difficult. Therefore we focus our analyses
on the two extreme cases.

3.1 Critical test

The difference in log-likelihood is so small that for a given finite N it is almost
impossible to distinguish these hypotheses. Consequently H1 is a superfluous exten-
sion to H0. In this situation the statistical fluctuations due to the approximation of
p∗i by p̂i dominate. If the H0 is contained in H1 the statistic 2N Ê {4l01(p̂0, p̂1)}
is chi-squared distributed with (dim p̂1 − dim p̂0) degrees of freedom [14]. Using
E {4l01(p

∗
0,p

∗
1)} ≈ 0 the bias follows from (6):

E
{

Ê {4l01(p̂0, p̂1)}
}
≈ dim bp1−dim bp0

2 N (8)

If dim p̂0 < dim p̂1 the bias is positive; as a result the complicated model will always
be selected (over-fitting). We can manipulate the risk of over-fitting by an a priori
selection of the probability α of erroneously selecting H1 instead of H0, an error of
the first kind or false alarm probability. We solve the threshold λk from the equation:

α =
∫ ∞

2λk

xk−1e−
1
2 x

Γ(k)2k dx (9)



λk

α k=1 k=2 k=3
1% 3.317 4.605 5.672
2% 2.706 3.912 4.919
5% 1.921 2.996 3.907

10% 1.353 2.303 3.126
20% 0.821 1.609 2.321
AIC 1.000 1.000 1.000

νI

α I=1 I=2 I=3 I=4 I=5
1% 3.317 3.368 3.372 3.372 3.372
2% 2.706 2.785 2.795 2.796 2.796
5% 1.921 2.054 2.080 2.087 2.089

10% 1.353 1.533 1.581 1.598 1.603
20% 0.821 1.042 1.117 1.150 1.167
AIC 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 1: The threshold λk (left-side) respectively νI (right-side) as a function of the false
alarm probability α.

where k = 1
2 (dim p̂1 − dim p̂0). The resulting values of λk can be found in table 1

(left-side).
Using the chi-squared distribution the variance can be approximated by:

VAR
{

Ê {4li1(p̂0, p̂1)}
}
≈ dim bp1−dim bp0

2 N2 (10)

Notice that in this unusual situation the variance decreases like O
{
N−2

}
instead of

O
{
N−1

}
as for essentially different hypotheses. Consequently both the bias and the

standard error decrease like O
{
N−1

}
. Therefore it is not surprising that a heuristic

like AIC, which over-compensates for bias, produces such good results.

3.2 Non-critical test

The statistical fluctuations due to the estimation of the ALL dominate. Because
the hypotheses and their statistical models are essentially different, the logarithm
of the likelihood-ratio 4l01(p

∗
0,p

∗
1) differs from zero. The fluctuations caused by the

approximation of p∗0 by p̂0 is negligible with respect to this logarithm of the likelihood-
ratio. This logarithm has an unknown distribution. The sum of a large number of
observations of these logarithms is due to the central limit theorem approximately
normal distributed. The bias of ∆MALL follows directly from (6):

E
{

Ê {4l01(p̂0, p̂1)}
}
≈E {4l01(p

∗
0,p

∗
1)} + dim bp1−dim bp0

2N (11)

Because ∆MALL is like MALL also an average, a statistic to estimate the variance
of ∆MALL is analogous to (5):

V̂AR
{

Ê {4l01(p̂0, p̂1)}
}
≈ 1

N−1

 1
N

N∑
n=1

log2 f1(xn; p̂1)
f0(xn; p̂0)

−

(
1
N

N∑
n=1

log f1(xn; p̂1)
f0(xn; p̂0)

)2


(12)

3.3 Refinements

Originally the MIC was designed to test a composite null-hypotheses versus a compos-
ite alternative hypothesis having some additional parameters. Later, in the context
of AR-order estimation, extensions were made to apply MIC to other test-situations.
Till now the following extensions are developed:



µI

α I=1 I=2 I=3 I=4 I=5 I=6 I=7 I=8 I=9 I=10
1% 3.317 3.937 4.305 4.567 4.771 4.938 5.080 5.203 5.312 5.410
2% 2.706 3.313 3.674 3.933 4.135 4.300 4.440 4.562 4.670 4.766
5% 1.921 2.501 2.851 3.102 3.299 3.461 3.599 3.718 3.718 3.824

10% 1.353 1.899 2.235 2.478 2.670 2.827 2.962 3.079 3.183 3.276
20% 0.821 1.310 1.622 1.852 2.035 2.187 2.316 2.429 2.530 2.620
AIC 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 2: The threshold µI as a function of the false alarm probability α.

• Testing a composite null-hypothesis versus a set of alternative hypotheses all hav-
ing one additional parameter [9]; dimpi = dimp0 + 1 and where 1 ≤ i ≤ I. Se-
lect the set of alternative hypotheses if there is at least one hypothesis such that
E {4l0i(p

∗
i ,p

∗
0)} > µI

N where µI is given in table 2.
• Testing a composite null-hypotheses versus a sequence of composite alternative
hypotheses with increasing complexity [8]: dimpi = dimpi−1+1 and where 1 ≤ i ≤ I.
Select the set of alternative hypotheses if there is at least one element in the set of
alternative hypotheses such that: E {4l0i(p

∗
i ,p

∗
0)} > νk

N (dimpi − dimp0) where νI

is given in table 1 (right-side).

4 Discussion

There exists a large number of information criteria; one of them, AIC, is the most
successful. A large number of these criteria are conceptually equivalent and can be
generalized to the Generalized Information Criterion (GIC) [3]:

GIC (λ) = −Ê {l(p̂)}+ λdim bp
N

(13)

The quantity N Ê {l(p̂)} equals the well-known maximum of the log likelihood func-
tion in the ML-method. Different values for λ are used: Bhansali (λ = 1

2 ), Akaike
(λ = 1, so AIC = GIC (1)), Broersen (λ = 3

2 ) and Åström (λ = 2). Even considerably
larger values of λ, even depending on N , have been used [7].

Considering the hypothesis having a minimum GIC (λ) to be the optimal hypoth-
esis, any choice of λ > 1

2 selects the hypothesis which sufficiently models the process
with a minimum number of independently adjustable parameters. Due to the fact that
in the critical test both the bias and the standard deviation converge like O

{
N−1

}
these criteria are capable of balancing the bias caused by insufficient modeling and
the increase of variance caused over-fitting.

4.1 Simulations

MIC has been extensively tested with respect to AR-modeling; we only present a few
representative results. In general MIC performs better than AIC. The main advantage
is the ability to manipulate the probability of selection a too complicated model.
Some results in AR-order estimation are presented in table 3. In this particular case
AIC, searching the first local minimum of the criterion, corresponds with MIC where



N α I=0 I=1 I=2 I=3 I=4 I=5

100 1% 49 9607 239 62 42 1
100 5% 4 8883 600 150 347 16
100 AIC 1 7361 1066 213 1168 191
100 20% 1 6850 1142 219 1458 330

1000 1% 0 6043 87 0 3835 35
1000 5% 0 3641 50 0 5971 338
1000 AIC 0 1816 24 0 6879 1281
1000 20% 0 1486 15 0 6826 1673

10000 1% 0 0 0 0 9891 109
10000 5% 0 0 0 0 9464 536
10000 AIC 0 0 0 0 8325 1675
10000 20% 0 0 0 0 7888 2112

Table 3: The observed frequency of the estimated AR-order I given 10.000 sequences gen-
erated using the AR-model xn = 0.50xn−1 − 0.25xn−4 + εn using the method of [7].

N α J=0 J=1 J=2 J=3 J=4 J=5 corr.

100 5% 45 3764 5969 218 4 0 5143
1000 5% 0 0 9546 446 8 0 9546

10000 5% 0 0 9505 480 15 0 9505

1000 1% 0 0 9918 82 0 0 9918
1000 2% 0 0 9822 178 0 0 9822
1000 10% 0 0 9112 854 33 1 9112
1000 20% 0 0 8199 1613 175 13 8199

Table 4: Estimation of a subset of parameters from a larger set of parameters. The observed
frequency of the number of AR-parameters J given 10.000 sequences generated using the AR-
model xn = 0.50xn−1 − 0.25xn−4 + εn using the method of [9]; the parameters are selected
from a larger set of 10 parameters (maximum candidate order). In the last column we present
the number of times the model has correctly been identified.

α = 15.7%. We observe for small N a large number cases that the actual 4th order
model has been mis-identified as a 1st order model. Obviously for small N the 1st

and 4th order model are almost indistinguishable. The preselected probability α of
estimation a too high order has never been violated.

The used 4th order AR-model has two zero parameters. In table 4 we present
the results using an algorithm which is capable of selecting the relevant subset of
parameters. Also in this situation the selected α has not seriously been violated. Our
method selects with the preselected probability the correct parameter configuration.
For small N we also observe the problem of indistinguishable models.

4.2 Conclusions

Information criteria are used to balance bias caused by insufficient modeling and the
increase of variance caused by too many degrees of freedom (over-fitting). AIC, the
best known information criterion, has a too simple structure. It should depend on



the test situation, i.e. the structure of the null- and alternative hypotheses; AIC
leaves this unspecified. The Modified Information Criterion (MIC) has a theoretical
foundation in entropy estimation and is in its most primitive form only suitable for
testing a pair of composite hypotheses where the model of alternative hypotheses is an
extension to the model of the null hypothesis. Later, refinements to other categories
of applications have been made. The main advantage of MIC is that the probability
of selecting a too complicated model can be controlled. MIC has proven its value in
the context of autoregressive order estimation. Its most promising application is the
selection of a subset of parameters from a larger set of parameters [9]. The criterion
MIC can be used in stochastic model selection problems which frequently occur in
classification and clustering problems such as the automatic reading of license plates
of cars [10].
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